One prominent feature of circadian timing systems temperature rhythm with a ⌬T of 4ЊC (12 hr 37ЊC/12 hr is that they are temperature compensated: the period 33ЊC). To examine whether natural body temperature length of their oscillations varies only slightly with temrhythms can also affect circadian gene expression, we first measured core body temperature cycles in the periperature (Q 10 between 0.8 and 1.2). Nevertheless, temtoneal cavities of mice by radiotelemetry. We then reproperature cycles of low amplitudes have been shown to duced these rhythms with high precision in the liquid be capable of entraining the phase of circadian clocks medium of cultured fibroblasts for several days by in heterothermic organisms such as lizards, Neurospora, means of a homemade computer-driven incubator.
Introduction as has been suggested previously [14] . In this paper, we address this conjecture first in vitro by subjecting Most multicellular and several unicellular organisms cultured fibroblasts to regimens of circadian temperapossess an endogenous circadian clock that helps to ture oscillation, and we show that both artificial and adjust their physiology to daily cycles of light, temperarecorded natural body temperature rhythms can sustain ture, and nutrient availability. Because this internal clock circadian rhythmicity. We then extend these conclusions has a period that is only approximately 24 hr long, it to a mouse in vivo by showing that abnormal environmust be reset daily by external cues. The most dominant mental temperature cycles can result in the decoupling of peripheral oscillators from the central pacemaker in the SCN. Figure 2A ). Core temperature profiles, recorded telemetrically in the peritoneal cavities of mice, were used to instruct the homemade comSquare Waves of Temperature Can Entrain Circadian Rhythms of Cultured Fibroblasts puter-driven cell culture incubator, which in turn imposes these "natural" temperature fluctuations upon Depending upon the species, body temperature in mammals displays daily fluctuations of 1ЊC-4ЊC [19] . We tissue culture cells. The data shown in Figure 2B indicate that this incubator mimics telemetrically recorded body wished to examine whether these temperature cycles might play a role in the entrainment of peripheral clocks.
Results

dishes (see the scheme in
temperature profiles in the medium of a culture dish with a temperature accuracy of about 0.1ЊC and a time To begin to address this question, we first asked whether moderate 24 hr temperature oscillations (12 hr resolution of 5 min. Cells exposed to such natural temperature fluctuaat 37ЊC, 12 hr at a lower constant temperature) could entrain circadian rhythms in cultured rat fibroblasts. Pretions during 7 consecutive days did not exhibit clear circadian gene expression (data not shown), suggesting vious reports have shown that circadian gene expression can be elicited in these immortalized cell lines that normal body temperature oscillations alone are not sufficient to reanimate molecular oscillators in peripheral through various chemical signaling pathways [20] [21] [22] . After 6 days of entrainment with 12 hr temperature steps cell types once they have dampened. However, it remained possible that natural body temperature profiles of 2ЊC-10ЊC, cells were harvested every 4 hr during 1 day, and the pattern of expression of several circadian could participate in the maintenance of already-established circadian rhythms. To examine this conjecture, genes was examined. RNase protection analysis showed that multiple clock and clock-controlled genes we first induced circadian cycles of gene expression in cultured fibroblasts by 3 days of 33ЊC/37ЊC square wave demonstrated circadian oscillations of transcript accumulation in cells subjected to temperature steps of 4ЊC. oscillations, as already described in Figure 1 . This temperature regimen was then followed by 4 days of "natural However, a 2Њ temperature fluctuation was insufficient to induce circadian expression of the clock output gene body temperature" oscillations, which were telemetrically recorded in a mouse and reproduced in the culture Dbp, and a 10Њ fluctuation induced apparently random fluctuations ( Figure 1A ). The oscillations in gene expresdishes. The "natural" temperature oscillations were supplied in two different phases relative to the initial square sion obtained with the ⌬4ЊC temperature cycle are clockrather than temperature-driven, because they persist wave, i.e., starting 72 hr or 84 hr after the beginning of entrainment. Thus, in this regimen, the two "natural" in cells kept at constant temperature (37ЊC) after the temperature entrainment ( Figure 1A) . The data precurves began at opposite clock phases. In parallel experiments, which served as a negative control, the temsented in Figure 1B attempt to dissect the resetting cue of such an entrainment. Cells were either kept at 37ЊC perature was left constant during the 4 days after entrainment with a square wave temperature profile. On the and shifted to 33ЊC (downshifted) or kept at 33ЊC and shifted to 37ЊC (upshifted). In each case, an abrupt 4Њ final day of the experiment, i.e., after 3 days of "natural temperature" entrainment, a dish of cells was harvested change in culture temperature was sufficient to induce very weak rhythmicity in gene expression. Although the every 4 hr for 1 day, and gene expression was measured by real-time PCR or Northern blot hybridization. Tempercircadian amplitude of this expression was very small, we find it significant that the induced gene expression ature recordings from within a representative culture dish during each phase of this experiment are shown was in opposite phases. We conclude that temperature shifts in both directions are potential circadian resetting in all panels of Figure 3 . Cells entrained by "natural temperature profiles" in one phase demonstrated circacues, though multiple signals over several days are necessary to induce significant rhythmicity. This conclusion dian rhythmicity of multiple circadian genes at the end of the 6-day period ( Figure 3A) . Those entrained by "natural is underlined by the experiment presented in the bottom panel of Figure 1B , which compares circadian exprestemperatures" in the other phase, or left at a constant temperature, displayed no conspicuous rhythmicity sion of the Dbp gene over 2 days after a single temperature drop or after 7 days of temperature entrainment.
( Figures 3B and 3C) . Although multiple clock genes showed circadian expression patterns after these enThe repeated entrainment resulted in a 5-fold amplificadogenous temperature curves, the clock output gene tion of the amplitude of circadian Dbp expression relaDbp did not (data not shown); this is a phenomenon tive to that induced by a single temperature change.
that we do not fully understand. Nevertheless, the data presented in this section indicate that natural body temNatural Body Temperature Rhythms Can Sustain perature oscillations can delay the damping of cyclic Circadian Rhythmicity In Vitro gene expression in peripheral cell types and could thus Our results clearly show that abrupt temperature fluctucontribute to the synchronization of peripheral oscillaations can entrain daily oscillations in gene expression tors. To achieve this effect, the presence of these lowin mammalian cells, but they do not address the issue amplitude temperature curves is continuously required. of whether complex natural body temperature rhythms, Unlike what is observed for the large-amplitude square generally of lower amplitude, could contribute to the waves in Figure 1 , the rhythms sustained solely by natuentrainment of peripheral oscillators. To examine this ral temperature cycles are not spontaneous: they damp question, we designed and constructed a computersignificantly 1 day after the elimination of the temperadriven incubator that is capable of reproducing complex ture cycles (data not shown). Since such temperature cycles are constantly present in animals, our data sugtemperature profiles with high precision in tissue culture viously that body temperature rhythms are altered by restricted feeding regimens [24] . We show here that Drosophila and zebrafish, light is able to phase shift peripheral oscillators directly [25, 32] . In opaque vertethese rhythms can also sustain peripheral circadian rhythmicity, but in an inversed phase from that sustained brates, another solution must be employed. As discussed above, feeding habits provide one solution; nevby normal temperature rhythms. Thus, although cycles of body temperature are not necessary for peripheral ertheless, irregular food availability in the wild could cloud this signal in some species. Environmental temreentrainment by food availability, they do not conflict with it either. Our data suggest rather that the two are perature usually follows day-night patterns, so circadian temperature oscillations might also provide an ideal related cues that act independently, with feeding dominant over temperature in rare cases where the two conZeitgeber to peripheral tissues, even in mammals.
Finally, it has been previously shown that the phase flict. Interestingly, the SCN may be somehow involved in the relationship between food intake and body temof peripheral oscillators can be uncoupled from that of the central clock by restricting food availability to perature: in SCN-lesioned rats in which body temperature rhythms are abolished, prolonged food deprivation rodents. If nocturnal rodents, such as rats or mice, receive meals during the day, peripheral oscillators will no longer changes body temperatures [33] . Temperature measurements recorded by Minimitter telemetric de-CO 2 . Prior to harvest, cells were rinsed with PBS. RNA from cells vices were downloaded to a computer, and homemade software was prepared as described previously [34] . Mice used in this study was used to instruct a Haake K20/DC50 computer-controlled circuwere Balb-C. After sacrifice, brains were dissected and frozen for lating water bath. Water from this bath was pumped into channels 5 min in isopentane at Ϫ20ЊC, then stored at Ϫ80ЊC. Livers were in an aluminum block upon which cell culture flasks rested in a perfused with PBS and homogenized in a buffer containing guani-CO 2 -controlled atmosphere. A separate temperature probe from the dium thiocyanate, and RNA was prepared exactly as described elsecomputer was placed directly into cell flasks to monitor the actual where [35] .
temperature of the culture medium. These measurements were recorded for publication and were also used as a source of dynamic feedback to permit more accurate instruction of the water bath by In Situ Hybridization the computer on a constant basis. Minimitter instructions were met Coronal brain sections of 12 m thickness were prepared according with 0.1ЊC tolerance within the measured 5-min intervals. to standard procedures, and hybridizations were performed using previously published protocols [36] . Probes for the Dbp gene in Acknowledgments sense and antisense configurations were constructed by using fulllength cDNA constructs as described [37] .
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